Fabrication and testing of phase change heat sink for high power LED
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Abstract: A novel phase change heat sink was fabricated for packaging cooling of high power light emitting diode (LED). 3D structures as enhanced boiling structure in the evaporation surface were composed of a spiral micro-groove along circumferential direction and radial micro-grooves which were processed by ploughing-extrusion (P-E) and stamping, respectively. Meanwhile, the cycle power of refrigerant was supplied by wick of sintered copper powder on internal surface of phase change heat sink. Operational characteristics were tested under different heat loads and refrigerants. The experimental results show that phase change heat sink is provided with a good heat transfer capability and the temperature of phase change heat sink reaches 86.8 °C under input power of 10 W LED at ambient temperature of 20 °C.
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1 Introduction

High power light emitting diode (LED) as a new type of solid-state light source possessed a number of advantages compared with traditional light sources such as the life time, environmental friendly and energy saving [1–2]. However, thermal management had become one of the main factors for application of high power LED due to greater spreading resistance of solid heat sink at present [3–5]. Strengthening of phase change heat transfer was achieved by means of endothermic-exothermic cycle process of evaporation-condensation of refrigerant, and efficiency of heat transfer can increase 10–100 times compared with the traditional solid heat sink at the same operating conditions [6]. So phase change heat transfer technology can be widely applied in the heat dissipation of optoelectronic and micro-electronics fields.

LIU et al [7] optimized a kind of closed micro-jet array cooling system of high power LED. The result showed that temperature of chip surface reached 44.2 °C when input power was 16.4 W. TANG et al [8] investigated a new type of loop heat pipe (LHP) for cooling high-power LED and cooling power was up to 150 W. LU et al [9] made a kind of LHP as cooling system of high-power LED, and junction temperature of LED can be controlled below 100 °C under 100 W of input power. LAN et al [10] set up a cooling system for high power LED array and the temperature of cooling system was decreased to 24.3 °C after heat pipes were used. But these cooling systems with large size and complex structure for application system of high power LED were difficult to be used as heat dissipation in packaging of LED.

In this study, the principle and structure of phase change heat sink as heat transfer components for high power LED package were analyzed. Enhanced boiling structure on evaporation surface which was composed of spiral and radial micro-grooves was processed by ploughing-extrusion (P-E) and stamping, respectively. And the relationships between forming parameters were analyzed. Furthermore, copper powder was sintered as wick on internal surface of phase change heat sink. In addition, the performances were investigated under different power inputs and refrigerants.

2 Fabrication of phase change heat sink

2.1 Structure and principle of phase change heat sink

Lower thermal resistance of LED package can obtain a good ability of heat dissipation. It is important to
reduce thermal resistance of packaging heat sink, which is as the connection component of chip and external cooling system. Figure 1 shows the equivalent thermal resistance of high power LED package. Package thermal resistance can be decided by \( R_{\text{th,PKG}} \), which is given by the temperature difference between junction and air divided by input power [11−12]:

\[
R_{\text{th,PKG}} = \frac{T_j - T_0}{Q_{\text{in}}} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} R_{\text{th},i}
\]

where \( T_j \) and \( T_0 \) are junction temperature in the high power LED and exterior temperature of heat sink, respectively, and \( Q_{\text{in}} \) is the input power.

Phase change heat sink of high power LED makes up of vapor chamber, wick and boiling structure, as shown in Fig. 2. When the heat is applied, the refrigerant at the location immediately vaporizes, and the vapor rushes to fill the vacuum. When vapor comes into contact with condenser surface, vapor releases its latent heat of vaporization and turns into liquid. Then the condensed liquid returns to the heat source via capillary action or natural circulation. Higher effective thermal conductivity is obtained due to the high latent heat of a liquid during phase change.

2.2 Fabrication of 3D boiling structure

2.2.1 Forming of spiral circumferential groove

NITESH et al [13] found that micro-grooves, cracks and fins could speed up the vaporization of refrigerant, so the boiling performance could be improved significantly. TANG et al [14−16] investigated the processing methods of micro-grooves, cracks and fins to improve the heat transfer performance. In this study, spiral micro-groove along circumferential direction was fabricated by ploughing-extrusion (P-E).

The experiment was carried out on the lathe C6132A1, and the red copper column with diameter of 10 mm, thickness of 1 mm was used as the work-piece. P-E tool was made of W18Cr4V, and was composed of a ploughing edge, a primary extrusion face \( A_\gamma \), a minor extrusion face \( A_\gamma' \), a primary forming face \( A_\beta \) and a minor forming face \( A_{\beta'} \) (Fig. 3(a)). The \( P_0-P_0 \) cross-section of the tool is a wedge structure, whose front end is the ploughing blade which ploughs the metal and makes the metal flow along the major extrusion face and the minor one.

The work piece was fixed on the chuck firstly, and P-E tool was installed by way of parallel with copper columnar axis (Fig. 3(b)). After the radial feed parameter of P-E processing was adjusted, the lathe was started to work, so the rotating basic shaft took the work piece to make the rotary motion. SEM image of micro-grooves and fins when P-E depth \( a_p \) was 0.3 mm and P-E interval \( d_p \) was 1.24 mm is shown in Fig. 3(c).

P-E speed was continuously changed during forming process of boiling structure. The value of P-E speed was the maximum when process was beginning. When P-E tool was closed to the center of the work piece gradually, the P-E speed reduced synchronously. The relations of the \( d, f \) and \( n \) must be calculated as

\[
\frac{\pi}{22} E-P \left\{ -+\right. \left. \begin{array}{c} fntdn \end{array} n \right\} = \text{const}
\]

where \( v_{\text{P-E}} \) is processing speed; \( t \) is time; \( n \) is rotational speed; \( f \) is amount of feed.

2.2.2 Forming of radial grooves

Radial grooves were processed by punch method based on the circumferential grooves. Firstly, workpiece was fixed on the plate, and installation direction of stamping tool was parallel with axial direction of workpiece. Secondly, stamping tool moved downward to punch the workpiece to achieve a radial micro-groove after stamping depth \( a_c \) was confirmed. Thirdly, stamping tool moved upward while the plate was rotated a certain
angle $\theta_c$, and another radial micro-groove was achieved when stamping tool punched the workpiece again. So, included angle between two micro-grooves was equal to rotated angle of plate, and one end of the two grooves was coincidence on the center of workpiece (Fig. 4(a)).

When stamping depth $a_c$ was 0.3 mm and angle $\theta_c$ was $2^\circ$, 3D boiling structure with micro-grooves and fins on the surface which could improve the boiling performance of refrigerant significantly was obtained after workpiece was processed (Fig. 4(b)). The structure interconnected the radial and circumferential grooves and was conducive to flow of liquid from radius to center on evaporating surface.

Interference occurred between two adjacent grooves near the center of workpiece in stamping process because there was a certain width of grooves, and the length of interference was relation to the angle $\theta_c$. Defining $L_i$ is the length of interference, so the relations of the $L_i$ and $\theta_c$ must be met

$$L_i = \frac{a_c \sin \alpha}{(1 + \cos \alpha) \left(1 - \cos \frac{\theta_c}{2}\right)}$$

where $a_c$ is stamping depth, $\alpha$ is blade angle.

2.3 Fabrication of wick

Wick which provided cycle power of refrigerant was a sintering layer on internal face of heat sink by metal powder or fiber [17–18], and there was a promising application due to the porous structure, high
porosity and large specific surface area. Experiment was carried out under the protective atmosphere of hydrogen. Wick was fabricated in the temperature range of 900–950 °C and sintered time was 45 min (Fig. 5(a)). Phase change heat sink was obtained eventually (Fig. 5(b)). The porosity (\( E \)) of wick can be calculated by the following equation:

\[
E = \left(1 - \frac{m}{\rho V}\right) \times 100\% 
\]

(4)

where \( m \) is the mass of wick; \( \rho \) is the density of copper powder; \( V \) is the volume of wick.

### 3 Testing system of high power LED

The testing system included heater, cooler and temperature data collector. The solid copper embedded one resistor of 100 \( \Omega \) was used as heat source. The heat generated from resistor could be regulated by a voltage regulator. To improve the accuracy of experimental data, the solid copper and heat sink were wrapped with asbestos tightly. Meanwhile, an aluminum radiator was installed on condenser for cooling by natural convection. Two contact surfaces were polished and coated with thermal silica and then radiator was fastened on the condenser mechanically to reduce contact resistance between radiator and condenser.

Eight thermocouples were distributed on the evaporator (T1, T2, T3, T4) and the condenser (T5, T6, T7, T8). Temperature signal was transmitted to ADAM–4520 from ADAM–4018 which was connected with the eight K type thermocouples, and then to computer whose signal sampling frequency was 1 Hz. The testing system and location of thermocouples are shown in Fig. 6.

### 4 Results and discussion

#### 4.1 Effect of power on performance

The heat transfer performance of phase change heat sink was tested under the conditions of 3, 5 and 10 W as input powers respectively and water as refrigerant (Fig. 7). It is indicated that the balance time was short, the rise speed of temperature was quick and balance temperature was increased with input power added. The balanced time and the lowest temperature on condenser were 60, 48, 30 min and 38.6, 53.8, 84 °C, respectively. Because less heat was generated under a small input power and some of heat was absorbed by testing system, the rate of heat exchange was small between radiator and air when heat was transferred to radiator by phase change heat sink. After input power was increased, more heat was generated to accelerate the heat exchange between radiator and air, so the balance time was short.

#### 4.2 Effect of refrigerant on performance

Heat transfer characteristics of heat sink could be reflected by thermal resistance. Thermal resistance can be calculated according to the average temperature of evaporator and condenser:

\[
R_{\text{ave}} = \frac{T_{\text{evp-ave}} - T_{\text{cond-ave}}}{Q_{\text{in}}} 
\]

(5)
Fig. 7 Temperature distribution of phase change heat sink under different thermal loads: (a) 3 W; (b) 5 W; (c) 10 W

where $T_{\text{evp-ave}}$ and $T_{\text{cond-ave}}$ are average temperatures of evaporator and condenser, respectively.

Thermal resistance of heat sink is shown in Fig. 8 under different refrigerants and thermal loads. When the input power increased, temperature of evaporator rose, but thermal resistance decreased. Thermal resistance with water as refrigerant was greater than that with alcohol as refrigerant when input power was 3 or 5 W, and was equal when input power rise to 7.5 W for those with different refrigerants. The reverse was the case of 10 W input power. Water requires more heat to boiling than alcohol due to the higher specific heat capacity and boiling point of water in vacuum than alcohol. Little heat was generated when input power (less than 7.5 W) was small, so lower temperature difference between evaporator and condenser with water as refrigerant led to larger thermal resistance. But in the high input power (greater than 7.5 W), water and alcohol could evaporate quickly. More latent heat was carried off and released by water, so higher temperature difference was obtained, leading to lower thermal resistance. The highest temperatures were 85.4 and 86.8 °C with water and alcohol as refrigerants respectively under the condition of input power for 10 W at ambient temperature of 20 °C, and the minimum thermal resistance was 0.09 °C/W. So the low thermal resistance could be achieved in the case of alcohol as refrigerant under the low input power, but water as refrigerant was more suitable for large heat density of heat transfer.

Fig. 8 Thermal resistance of phase change heat sink under different refrigerants

5 Conclusions

1) A novel phase change heat sink was designed and fabricated for packaging cooling of high power LED. The technology of phase change heat transfer was used in packaging cooling and it provides a new way to resolve the thermal problem of packaging level for high power LED.

2) Spiral micro-groove was fabricated by P-E to achieve the circumferential passage of refrigerant. 3D boiling structure with micro-grooves, cracks and fins on the evaporator surface was obtained after radial micro-grooves were formed by stamping based on the spiral micro-groove to achieve the radial passage of refrigerant. Wick was fabricated by sintering of copper powder to provide the capillary force of refrigerant cycle.

3) Phase change heat sink has a good performance of heat transfer with alcohol as refrigerant under the low input power, or water as refrigerant under the high input power. The minimum thermal resistance and the highest temperature are 0.09 °C/W and 86.8 °C under input power of 10 W at ambient temperature of 20 °C.
大功率发光二极管相变热沉的制造及测试
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摘 要: 制造一种新型大功率发光二极管(LED)相变热沉作为封装级散热元件,采用犁切-挤压成形的周向螺旋状微沟槽和采用冲压成形的放射状径向沟槽组成的三维结构作为蒸发面强化沸腾结构,内壁采用铜粉颗粒烧结而成的毛细芯结构为工质提供循环动力。测试了相变热沉在不同输入功率和工质条件下的运行特性。结果表明,相变热沉具有良好的传热能力,在环境温度为 20 °C, 输入功率为 10 W 的条件下,相变热沉最高温度为 86.8 °C,可满足功率为 10 W 的 LED 封装散热需求。
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